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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF TENNESSEE
AT NASHVILLE

PAUL DENNIS REID, Jr. v. STATE OF TENNESSEE

Circuit Court for Montgomery County
No. 038887

No. M2005-02398-SC-S10-PD

ORDER

The appellant, Paul Dennis Reid, Jr., has filed a petition to rehear this Court’s opinion,
which was filed on May 4, 2006.

After due consideration, it is ORDERED that the petition to rehear is denied.  It is further
ORDERED, however, that the opinion shall be revised to eliminate references to the petitioner’s
effort to withdraw an unrelated post-conviction action.  Accordingly, on pages 3-4, the following
paragraphs shall be deleted:

The petition cited mental competency evaluations that had
been performed on Reid in prior proceedings, see Reid, 164
S.W.3d at 304-06, as well as competency evaluations related to
Reid’s effort to withdraw a separate post-conviction petition
pending in Davidson County, Tennessee.  In that case, the
Davidson County Criminal Court required a prima facie showing
of mental incompetency before granting a full competency hearing
and required a finding of mental incompetency to preclude the
withdrawal of a pending post-conviction action.  Although an
interlocutory appeal from the Davidson County post-conviction
court’s order is now pending before this Court, see Reid v. State,
No. M2005-00260-SC-S09-PC, that case is not squarely on point
because it involves an attempted withdrawal of a properly filed
petition for post-conviction relief and not an effort to initiate a
post-conviction proceeding without the signature or verification of
the petitioner.  Moreover, although the Defender filed a motion
asking to be appointed as counsel in the present case, the motion
was not accompanied by an affidavit of indigency or any allegation
that Reid desired counsel.
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On September 29, 2005, the trial court granted a stay of
Reid’s execution and appointed the Defender as counsel for Reid.

The trial court also stayed the action in Montgomery County pending the disposition of Reid’s
mental competency claim related to his effort to withdraw his post-conviction petition in
Davidson County, Tennessee.

and the following new paragraphs substituted in their place:

The petition cited mental competency evaluations that had
been performed on Reid in prior proceedings, see Reid, 164
S.W.3d at 304-06, as well as competency evaluations related to
Reid’s separate post-conviction petition pending in Davidson
County, Tennessee.  In that case, the Davidson County Criminal
Court required a prima facie showing of mental incompetency
before granting a full competency hearing.  Although an
interlocutory appeal from the Davidson County post-conviction
court’s order is now pending before this Court, see Reid v. State,
No. M2005-00260-SC-S09-PC, that case is not squarely on point
because it involves the issue of whether a post-conviction action
may be prosecuted where the petitioner is allegedly mentally
incompetent and not the issue of whether a post-conviction
proceeding may be initiated without the signature or verification of
the petitioner.  Moreover, although the Defender filed a motion
asking to be appointed as counsel in the present case, the motion
was not accompanied by an affidavit of indigency or any allegation
that Reid desired counsel.

On September 29, 2005, the trial court granted a stay of
Reid’s execution and appointed the Defender as counsel for Reid.
The trial court also stayed the action in Montgomery County
pending the disposition of Reid’s mental competency claim related
to his post-conviction petition in Davidson County, Tennessee.

Finally, on page 8, the last sentence of the first paragraph shall be deleted and the following
sentence substituted in its place:  “As noted earlier, however, the Davidson County case with
regard to Reid’s mental competency is before this Court in a separate appeal.”

PER CURIAM


